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A Year Later, Deepwater Drilling
Remains Depressed in the Gulf
This article and the article on page 4 are reprinted from the
new NAHAD HOSECONNECTIONS bi-weekly newsletter

A

year after the Deepwater Horizon explosion and oil spill, the
oil and gas industry appears more shaken and recovery from
the wider economic impacts more uncertain, according to some
experts. Reports show
the oil spill had devastating ripple effects on
the Gulf States’ food
and tourism industry
and many lost their
jobs. Consumer spending and sales taxes
likewise decreased.
But the more significant
ongoing economic
impact of the spill has
been the moratorium on deepwater drilling and slow recovery of
the oil and gas market, according to Greater New Orleans, Inc.,
a regional economic development agency. Since the end of the
six-month moratorium on new and existing deepwater drilling
in October, only a trickle of new permits have been approved,
according to the agency. Most deepwater oil drilling is on a holding pattern as environmental regulations are slowing the approval
process required for new wells.
“It could be that we never get back to the level we were seeing,
which was actually during a recovery period itself,” says Eric
Smith, associate director of the Tulane Energy Institute, a part of
Tulane University in New Orleans, LA. “It will be a double-dip
moratorium, if you will.”
Ten deepwater permits have been issued since the oil spill, eight
of which were already in the process of approval at the time,
Smith says. Since February 2011, an average of 1.3 permits were
issued each month, which amounts to a 78 percent monthly reduction from the historical monthly average of 5.8 permits per month,
according to GNO Inc.
Continued on page 3

uring the
course of the
last two decades
distributors
have made
significant
improvements
in employee
productivity.
Sales per employee, the most widely-used measure of productivity, has
advanced steadily. In large part, the
increase is due to the application of
new technology. However, this productivity surge has not resulted in
lower payroll expenses, either as a
percent of sales or as a percent of
gross margin. When it comes to
payroll control, distributors are in
something of a rut.
The problem is not that technology
does not lead to higher levels of
employee productivity; it certainly
does. The issue is that over time
payroll growth tends to increase right
along with sales growth regardless of
the level of productivity. Every 5%
increase in sales ultimately leads to
a 5% increase in payroll costs.
This report will examine the nature
of the rut and the possible paths for
improvement in the future. It will
do so by addressing two topics:
• Payroll Sensitivity—An examination of how even small changes
in payroll control can dramatically increase profitability.
• Going Beyond Productivity—
Suggestions on how payroll control can be enhanced by means
other than productivity gains.

Payroll Sensitivity
The very good news is that major
improvements in payroll performance are not required. Even very
small improvements result in dramatic improvements in bottom-line
performance. An analysis of this
reality is presented in Exhibit 1.
Continued on page 10
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An Interview with NAHAD President Tim O’Shaughnessy

A

fter years of leading
his father’s fluid
connector business and
serving on NAHAD’s
board of directors, Tim
O’Shaughnessy was
recently elected as president of the association.

O’Shaughnessy brings
years of experience from warehouse and sales
work as a teenager to serving as president for the
Cleveland-based Shamrock Hose & Fittings Inc.
His father, Don, founded the company in 1976
to serve the region’s manufacturers, contractors,
service industries and small businesses.
O’Shaughnessy became president of the company
in 1997 after his father passed away. Shamrock
now carries a broad range of product lines
including Parker, Anchor Fluid Power, Band-It,
HoseMaster, Mead Fluid Dynamics Reelcraft
and more.
As president of NAHAD, he looks forward to
furthering the association’s Hose Safety Institute
and Hose Assembly Guidelines initiatives,
launching the new NAHAD website and driving
business value to all members.
NAHAD: How was business for Shamrock
Hose & Fittings in 2010 and what predictions
do you have for 2011?
O’Shaughnessy: For Shamrock, 2009 was a
tough year and 2010 was certainly when the
recovery started. It’s been a little softer than
recoveries in the past but still a recovery. We’re
growing and the economy is growing. Shamrock
is still advancing so we’re happy about that.
NAHAD: Can you tell me a little about the
history of Shamrock?
O’Shaughnessy: My dad, Don, had been in the
fluid power business since he graduated college
in 1958. He’d always wanted to own his own
business. In 1976, he took a buyout from Parker
Hannifin Corp. and used that money and his savings to start Shamrock. So he became a Parker
distributor. The business then took off. From his
experience, he saw that a lot of distributors went
after what he called “elephants,” very large car
plants and steel mills and very big consumers
of fluid power products. He thought that part of
the market that was underserved was the small
OEMs and maintenance shops, where they
would be a $5,000 account instead of a $50,000
account. He thought that part of the market was
underserved. That’s what he went after from the
very beginning.

The company also began an active front counter
staffed with experienced people there - customers
could seek service without a product part number.
A lot of other companies that have front counters
must have customers identify a part number
before they could order it for them. We had experienced employees that could work with you and
figure out what you wanted. That was an important part of the company’s success. We also went
after the smaller guys and it seemed to work.
NAHAD: What is your background in the
industry? How long have you been working in
it and how did you get to where you are now?
O’Shaughnessy: I got into the industry in 1990.
My dad had started Shamrock in 1976 after a
long career at Parker Hannifin Corporation. I
worked for Shamrock part time in high school
and college. Then I joined the company in 1990.
My dad passed away in 1997. I started out in
the warehouse for training, then purchasing and
inside sales. In 1997, I became president.
NAHAD: Which markets for the company are
strong and which are weak? What impact does
this have on your business?
O’Shaughnessy: Our markets are almost all
stronger than last year. Construction is a big part,
injection molding, machine tools and small
OEMs. The economy in those four areas has
grown reasonably well in northeast Ohio and
we’ve grown along with them. In northeast Ohio,
we have a lot of small businesses that make
equipment that requires hydraulic and pneumatic
parts. We offer them 24-hour service to repair
those parts. These businesses are running three
shifts a day, seven days a week. So if a hose
breaks and they don’t have the ability to repair
it, they can call us and we have the ability to do
that for them.
NAHAD: You became a member of the association’s board. Did you expect that you would
someday serve as NAHAD’s president?
O’Shaughnessy: I was actually a little surprised
that I was asked to join the board. There are so
many smart people that have been in the industry
for a long time. I felt honored to be asked to be
a member of the board. I didn’t have further
expectations beyond that. After three years on
the board I was asked to go on the officer track,
which was also an honor. I don’t want to say it
was unexpected, but I didn’t have that on my
mind from the beginning. I was honored and did
the best I could in my three years on the board
and thought I contributed.

NAHAD: What do you hope to accomplish while
president? What are your goals this year?
O’Shaughnessy: The NAHAD Hose Assembly
Guidelines initiative has been a core value of
NAHAD for the past several years. And now with the
introduction of the NAHAD Hose Safety Institute,
we will be driving more powerful value to all participating members. We want to clearly communicate
this value to the members in the coming months.
The second big project is we’ve allocated a large
capital expenditure toward updating the NAHAD
website over the past two years. That will be rolling
out very soon and will provide a far more useful tool,
with more valuable business content, for all members. And, as the former NAHAD Treasurer and now
its president, I’d also like to the run the finances in
the black, which I think we’ll be able to do.

A Year Later, Deepwater Drilling
Remains Depressed in the Gulf
Continued from page 1

Each exploration plan must meet a sitespecific Environmental Assessment
(SEA) before approval.

NAHAD: What are you looking forward to?

Michael Bromwich, director of the
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management,
Regulation and Enforcement (BOEMRE), said in a press release: “Permit
applications that satisfy our more rigorous safety and environmental standards
and that demonstrate the necessary containment capabilities will be approved;
those that do not will be rejected.
That has been our approach and will
continue to be our approach.”

I’m looking forward to the next annual NAHAD
convention in Las Vegas in April. This is our 28th
year and this is the first time we’ve been in Las
Vegas. It was a lucky combination of events that
allowed us to have the convention in Vegas. It should
be a nice place to have it and I’m looking forward
to that.

Shallow-water permits have also taken
a dive - although not as much as deepwater - by 15 percent, according to the
GNO, Inc.’s Gulf Permit Index report
in April. A total of 6 shallow-water
permits were issued in the last three
months.

NAHAD: Is there anything else you’d like to add
about NAHAD?

Other factors are contributing to the
slow approval of permits including a
greater desire to drill onshore, which is
more cost-effective for businesses,
Smith says. In addition, he says BOEMRE would benefit from additional congressional funding to help hire qualified
employees to process permits.

O’Shaughnessy: NAHAD has really enhanced my
knowledge of the industry and really helped me make
Shamrock a professional organization. I’m very
happy with NAHAD. I hope I can give back as much
as I’ve gotten from it. The Executive Forum program, where they put together five or six non-competing distributors from different geographic areas of
the country, is one example. They get together and
share insights on finances, personnel, marketing and
vendor relations. I’ve been a member with five other
NAHAD members since the early 90s. It’s served as
my de facto board of directors. I’m very close friends
with them. They’ve been very helpful with the
decisions I make as a business owner.
NAHAD also has the University of Industrial
Distribution and we send our employees to that.
It’s very helpful. As a member of the Hose Safety
Institute, you have access to high quality products
for training your hose assemblers on fabrication
techniques and design techniques. We have a good
number of employees certified with that. NAHAD
also has a great newsletter. It’s really chock-full of
industry news that keeps you up-to-date about the
products, companies, new vendors and more.

The moratorium and slow recovery has
been a blow to the Gulf States and
especially Louisiana, where 88 percent
of the United States’ offshore drilling
rigs are near, according to a GNO
three-part study titled “A Study of the
Economic Impact of the Deepwater
Horizon Oil Spill.” Louisiana’s businesses and workforce took the brunt of
the effects.
“The Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill
was disastrous for our region, initially
impacting our fisheries and then
expanding to impact oil service companies and other small businesses, many
family-owned and -operated,” says
Robin Barnes, executive vice president
of GNO, Inc., in a press release. “This
study intends to communicate the
diverse and far-reaching effects of
the moratoria on our region.”

Impacts were far-reaching. The incident
hurt businesses directly and indirectly
related, such as equipment suppliers.
The study cited R&D Enterprises as one
such example. The company, which
provides equipment to drilling rigs, had
no revenue in January and reported it
could barely retain its employees.
“We have absolutely no work and no
revenue; however, our costs have not
changed,” said Leslie Bertucci, owner
of R&D Enterprises, in a press release.
“We still have all our employees,
because we really don’t want to lay
anyone off.”
Some reports say that 20 percent of oil
rig jobs were lost temporarily, and up
to 12,000 jobs were lost in the Gulf,
although others say the resulting oil
cleanup and demand for repair has
caused a slight increase in coastal
business.
The study shows that many companies
were able to restructure their business
plans and utilize savings in order to
retain employees. However, regional
businesses will eventually be forced to
begin significant layoffs unless BOEMRE issues more permits and drilling
becomes consistent, according to GNO.
Smith does not see any change in the
slow recovery period for offshore
drilling until 2012 when there’s a presidential election. His advice is for companies to focus on selling to companies
elsewhere.
“If they have hose equipment that
works with the (oil) developments
onshore, that would be a place to spend
some effort,” Smith says. And the rest
of the world, including West Africa,
Brazil and southeast Asia, did not shut
down deepwater drilling, he says,
providing additional opportunities
for growth. (See related article on
pages 4 and 8).

The discussion continues in the
August 15 issue of
HoseConnections, NAHAD’s new
bi-monthly e-newsletter.
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Congratulations

T

he following NAHAD Listed Members
have successfully passed a Hose
Assembly Guidelines Specification or
Design and Fabrication Exam from
04/07/2011 thru 7/19/2011

Corrugated Metal Hose (Specification)
• Rob Jozwiak, Kaman Industrial
Technologies
• Michael Hunter, Allied Rubber &
Supply Co.
• Jason Rodgers, Western Hose & Gasket Co.

Industrial Hose (Specification)
• Patrick LeGros, Western Hose &
Gasket Co.
• Doug Burlock, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
• Laura Bishop, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
• Mark Hawkes, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
• Rob Wilbur, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
• Chris Calicdan, Hydra-Air Pacific, Inc.
• Brian Craig, Western Hose & Gasket Co.
• Patrick O’Brien, Kaman Industrial
• Randy Viteaux, Mario Manufacturing
• Vincent Savoy, Mario Manufacturing
• Susan Bergeron, Mario Manufacturing
• Claude Porche, Mario Manufacturing
• Michael Maddy, Powell Industrial
• James McCoy, Du-Tex
• Chris Neilson, Powell Industrial
• Jared Wilson, Powell Industrial
• Charles Fulbirght, Du-Tex
• Andrew Highley, Powell Industrial
• Timothy Hampton, Parker Hannifin
• Darren Ford, Powell Industrial
• Rich Bare, Advanced Fluid Connectors

•
•
•
•
•

Jeff Berger, Parker Hannifin
Will Jenkins, RW Connection
Stephen Chapman, Powell Industrial
Jay Lawrence, Powell Industrial
Jeff Warthen, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
• Gabriel Pena, Hose of South Texas, Inc.
• Don McDonald, Powell Industrial

Composite Hose (Specification)
• Mark Hawkes, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
• Rob Wilbur, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
• Jesse Rudish, Allied Rubber & Supply
• Rodney Richmond, Rubber &
Specialties, Inc.
• Scott Wakeling, Powell Industrial
• Kevin Oyama, Western Hose &
Gasket Co.
• Ian Brewster, Arco

Hydraulic Hose (Specification)
• Chris Gambill, Western Hose & Gasket Co.
• Fausto Medina, Western Hose &
Gasket Co.
• Rob Wilbur, Lewis Goetz & Company, Inc.
• Patrick LeGros, Western Hose &
Gasket Co.
• Brain Craig, Western Hose & Gasket Co.
• Richard Quezada, Hatec International
• John Dutton, Hatec International
• Robert Macon, Hatec International
• Sheena Figueroa, Western Hose
& Gasket Co.
• Adam Ryder, RW Connection
• Kenneth Hebert, Spartan Industrial
• Will Jenkins, RW Connectors
• Elio Banuelos, Morse Hydraulics
• Marty Gallegos, Morse Hydraulics
• Kris McIntosh, Teco Pneumatic
• Daniel Free, Morse
Hydraulics
Continued on page 9

Onshore Drilling, Other
Markets Balance Oil Spill
Impact for Members

F

or many business owners with ties to the
oil and gas industry, the Gulf of Mexico
oil spill last year was expected to create
waves in the economy and cripple business.
In addition to the immediate impacts, the oil
spill and resulting deepwater drilling moratorium decreased consumer spending and
sales tax for the Gulf States. The food and
tourism industry hit an all-time low and
many lost their jobs. Recovery has been feeble as new environmental regulations have
slowed the approval process of new deepwater wells, according to Greater New Orleans,
Inc., a regional economic development
agency.
Despite these impacts, several NAHAD
members reported very little impact on their
businesses. In fact, for NAHAD members
like Ohio-based Goodyear Engineered
Products-Veyance Technologies, sales have
taken off due to increases in other parts of
the market.
“Our sales have been increasing in the
industrial and hydraulic hose industry and
in the oil and drilling market,” said Sam
Petillo, the company’s North American
marketing manager. “The markets are up
because the cost of the barrel is up, and
that’s what really drives the drilling.”
Onshore drilling, which requires hose products, has increased in demand and made up
for lost sales in offshore drilling for some
NAHAD members.
Dan Ahuero, president of Houston-based
GHX Industrial, LLC, said offshore drilling
business is down about 50 percent compared
to last year. However, sales in the oil and
gas segment overall have increased 20 percent this year.
“Our company does have a big piece of the
oil and gas industry, but the biggest part of it
is land drilling exploration and production,”
Ahuero said. “I think there is optimism out
there. Our Louisiana locations and customers have been affected by the moratorium and more especially the lack of issuing
new permits once the ban was lifted, (but)
the south Louisiana economy seems to be
feeling it more severely than the rest.”

From left to right is, Shane Westmoreland, Rick Price, Lin Clayton, George Dickerson and
Chris Hoobler of Southeastern Hose Inc.
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Many of NAHAD members’ customers felt
the impacts of the Gulf spill and deepwater
drilling moratorium, but demands for
products used in other types of drilling
have helped assuage the impact.

NAHAD members said they’ve seen an
increase in demand for a type of land drilling
called hydraulic fracturing, also known as
fracking, which is the process of drilling and
cracking a rock layer to extract oil and natural gas from sources such as coal beds and
shale gas formations, according to the United
States Environmental Protection Agency.
“This system in place for collecting natural
gas is starting to grow in popularity,” Petillo
said. “Both the drilling and hydraulic fracturing use a lot of hose products.”
The largest shale gas formation is reportedly
in Pennsylvania, where Tom Paff is president
of Campbell Fittings. He likewise has not
felt an impact from the oil spill, minus a few
extra product orders to assist with clean-up
around the Gulf.
“I’m not seeing any effect from what was
happening down there,” Paff said.
However, he said he agrees with other
NAHAD members that fracking has helped
business, although it is “coming under fire
from a lot of people.”
The EPA reported that several economic
and energy policy developments spurred an
increase in hydraulic fracturing to extract gas
over more geographic regions. It is expected
that shale gas, extracted by fracking, will
comprise more than 20 percent of the total
U.S. gas supply by 2020. However, increasing concerns over its impacts on drinking
water and the environment has prompted
government debate and possible regulation
changes, according to the EPA.

NEW MEMBER PROFILE

WarehouseTWO, LLC
WarehouseTWO, LLC was created in
2005 specifically to help industrial wholesaler-distributors
improve their
businesses.
WarehouseTWO is
the easiest to use,
most cost-effective
inventory-sharing
tool available to
industrial manufacturers and their wholesaler-distributors today.
WarehouseTWO is the leading inventorysharing tool for NAHAD members.
For distributors. the benefits of inventory-sharing with peer distributors include:
• better customer service, by leveraging
inventories owned by peer distributors
• a larger market for one’s inventory,
including excess inventory
For a manufacturer, the benefits of
inventory-sharing among its distributors
include:
• greater manufacturing efficiency, due to
a significant reduction in small volume
manufacturing runs
• improved brand reputation, due to
improved product availability for all
end-customers

In the words of one WarehouseTWO
member, “I’ve been working in distribution for over twenty years.
WarehouseTWO has become my best
tool for successful
customer service.
It saves TIME.
Making phone
calls to find something is so yesterday! It grows the
inventory available
to all of us, making us more profitable and
helping us serve our customers better.”
WarehouseTWO hosts inventory-sharing
networks for distributors of major hose
manufacturers such as Gates, Eaton and
Parker Hannifin.
WarehouseTWO recently joined NAHAD
to support its growing networks of hose
distributors, and to bring the benefits of
formalized inventory-sharing to more
NAHAD members.
WarehouseTWO, LLC
PO Box 1567
Palo Alto, CA 94302 USA
www.warehousetwo.com
Phone: 650.329.1592
Fax: 650.618.0391
Mark Tomalonis, Principal
info@warehousetwo.com

Business has been consistent yet slow for
Jim Janakes, president of U.S. Rubber Tech,
Inc. in California. But he said the key to
recovery from the oil spill and improved
business for NAHAD members
“would be the attainment of a
national energy policy that
would eliminate our
dependence on foreign oil
... to explore all avenues
of potential domestic
sources of energy,”
Janakes said.
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CONNECTIONS

Ace Hose and Rubber Co. is an internet
marketing specialist
for hose products.
They are liquidating
their hydraulic hose, coupling, and adapter
inventory.
Interested parties please email Bruce
Behrstock at brubehrs@acehose.com or
phone 1-312-829-4673 for a list.
■■■
Hyde Industrial Blade Solutions’ Director
of Sales and
Marketing, Eric
Pfeiffer, was recently
selected to serve a three-year term on the
Industrial Supply Association (ISA) Board
of Directors.
“It is such an honor to be recognized by my
peers as a leader within this industry and be
selected as a board member,” states Pfeiffer.
“I look forward to assisting the association in
meeting its goals over the next three years.”
Pfeiffer, a 27 year cutting tool industry veteran, has been an active member of ISA since
1986. Throughout his tenure, he has served
on various committees including the Young
Executives Forum (YEF), eBusiness subcommittee and Membership committee.
■■■
ABC Industries, Inc. is pleased to announce
the promotion of
Jennifer Kussmaul
to National Sales
Manager – Ventilation Products. Jennifer
joined ABC ten years ago as an Inside Sales
Coordinator. She has also held the positions
of Inside Sales Manager and Inside Sales and
Special Accounts Manager.
In her new role, Jennifer will be responsible
for researching and developing new market
opportunities within the HVAC, heater and
airline ventilation markets. She will also
continue to manage several key mining and
tunneling customers in the Midwest.
■■■
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Gates Corporation’s 8,000-psi (55.2 MPa)
hose has been tested at twice the SAE
impulse cycle requirement and at 120
percent of the working
pressure specification.
Part of Gates new and
improved MegaSys® product line, the new G8K spiral-wire hose is designed
and engineered to handle extreme applications in all sizes. The hose has a minimum
burst pressure of 32,000-psi.
With flexibility comparable to SAE 100R15
specifications, Gates G8K MegaSpiral®
hose is ideal for extreme high-pressure, highimpulse applications found in mobile construction equipment, boom arms, hydrostatic
drives, mining trucks, excavators and
agricultural machinery.
Both sizes – 3/4- and 1-in. I.D. – are compatible with new, two-piece, no-skive G8K
couplings for outstanding, leak-free performance and easy assembly fabrication. If fourbolt flange couplings are specified for a
G8K hose assembly, FLC (Flange Coupling
Caterpillar) terminations are required to
meet a 8,000-psi performance requirement.
For more information, call 1-800-366-3128,
or go to www.gates.com/hydraulics.
■■■
Dixon announces a new spokesman for the
company brand; Dixon
Dan. Originally handdrawn for the company
years ago Dixon Dan
has undergone a major upgrade for 2011 and
will begin appearing in many forms of Dixon
marketing material such as brochures, the
Mobile Connections trailer and the website.
Dixon Dan will also appear in Boss magazine, beginning with the summer issue, as
a regular cartoon series based on proper
coupling installation and procedures.
For additional copies, please call Dixon at
1-877-963-4966 or visit the Dixon website at
dixonvalve.com.
■■■

Flexaust announces two new versions of
their all-plastic
FlexStat® hose,
FlexStat® CR and
FlexStat® 60. The FlexStat® hose is a specially formulated static dissipative thermoplastic rubber polyurethane hose featuring an
embedded seven strand copper ground wire.
The new FlexStat® CR is made with FDA
acceptable materials and has a white helix
for clean room and pharmaceutical applications. FlexStat® 60 is a very heavy weight
static dissipative polyether polyurethane
hose. It offers a heavier wall (.060” wall
thickness) making it ideal for severe service
applications such as a coal dust vacuuming.
All three FlexStat® hoses are designed to
prevent static buildup, reducing the potential
for explosions in several industries. A short
list of those industries include agriculture,
food, plastics, wood and paper pulp, textiles,
pharmaceuticals, tire and rubber manufacturing, dyes, coal, metal processing, recycling
operations and fossil fuel power generation.
Flexaust continues to develop new products
for specific applications and have their
general, all-purpose hoses available on their
24-hour Guaranteed Ship Program. The
program includes over sixteen products in
a wide range of sizes ready to ship.
The company asks NAHAD members to make
the Flexaust website www.flexaust.com a
favorite. New applications, products, press
releases and newsletters, along with technical data sheets can be found on the Flexaust
website. Follow Flexaust on LinkedIn,
Facebook and Twitter (@Flexaust) for the
most up to date hose & ducting information
to help with hose & ducting application
requirements.
■■■

Lewis-Goetz and Company, Inc. announces
that it has acquired Valley Rubber & Gasket
Company, Inc.
(“Valley”)
and all related
subsidiaries.
Valley, a
Sacramento-based fabricating distributor of
conveyor belting, hose and sealing products
has operations throughout central and northern California as well as locations in Seattle,
Washington; Elko, Nevada; and Salt Lake
City, Utah.
Valley provides mission-critical products to
the construction, agriculture, mining and food
processing markets in addition to numerous
other diverse end markets of the Western US.
In commenting on the acquisition, Jeff Crane,
President and CEO of Lewis-Goetz said,
“The Valley locations provide an important
piece of the geographic puzzle that we have
been working hard to find. While it’s nice to
be able to say we finally have a significant
West Coast presence, it is much more rewarding to know that we are getting more than
just dots on a map; we are getting the very
best West Coast platform from which we can
continue our organic and acquisition growth
strategy.”
“Les Shively and the entire Valley team
should be very proud of the company they
have built,” he continues, “ They have done it
through organic growth, greenfield expansion
and acquisitions and they have continued this
growth trajectory even as one of their largest
end markets, the California construction
market, remains terribly depressed.”
In commenting on the acquisition, Les Shively,
President and CEO of Valley, highlighted his
company’s great history as well as the great
opportunity this represents:
“Valley Rubber and Gasket was opened over
30 years ago when Walter Bates with the
RAGCO organization saw a need to open a
location in California to expand their presence in the West. That’s when Valley Rubber
& Gasket in Sacramento was opened, by
Bill McCluskey. To date, Valley Rubber &
Gasket Company, with the exceptional contributions of Larry Chavez, its CFO, 9 seasoned
branch managers and the finest employees
in the industry, has grown to be the leading
distributor of industrial rubber products on
the West Coast.”
■■■

US Hose Corporation engineers have developed a system for their Jackson line of products called MasterCrimp. With MasterCrimp,
a fabricator simply slips the ferrule over the
hose (optional use of a ferrule tool) and can
now simply insert the fitting into the hose
without the need of a reaming tool. This is
provides great value to fabricators as it saves
valuable time and reduces the chance for
injury. MasterCrimp fittings have been validated on all major crimp machines and are
available in stainless, carbon steel and brass.
US Hose Corp provides engineered hose solutions for the most challenging applications
with a very extensive line of corrugated metal
hose, braid, composite hose, Flouropolymer
hose and tubing. Information about MasterCrimp and other US Hose products can be
obtained by calling 1-800-671-0033 or visiting their website at www.ushosecorp.com.
■■■
Red-L expresses their sincere thanks to the
suppliers participating in
their Fort Nelson open
house in celebration
of their new branch opening in British
Columbia. For more information please visit
their website www.redl.com
■■■
Spectronics Corporation announces that
maintenance specialists no longer have
to fret over elusive
leaks in oil-based lubrication and hydraulic systems. Spectroline® OIL-GLO™ 22 fluorescent
dye will pinpoint leaks in all types of industrial
equipment, including milling and injectionmolding machines, hydraulic tanks, fork lifts,
gear boxes, punch presses and other equipment
that use hydraulic fluids.
Fluorescent leak detection is fast, easy and precise. Just add a small amount of OIL-GLO™
22 dye to a hydraulic system and allow it to
circulate for several minutes. Wherever there
is a leak, the dye escapes with the oil and
accumulates at the site of each and every leak.
Then scan the system with a high-intensity
Spectroline ultraviolet or UV/blue light lamp
and the dye glows a bright yellow color to
clearly reveal the exact location of all leaks.
After the leaks have been repaired, scan the
system again with the lamp. If there is no
glow, it means that all the leaks were fixed
properly.

OIL-GLO 22 remains safely in the system
until the oil is changed, making it ideal for
preventive maintenance. Periodic inspections
with the lamp will detect any future leaks
before they can cause damage to the
equipment. For more information, call
1-800-274-8888.
■■■
NewAge® Industries’ Nylobrade braid-reinforced PVC hose is
now certified by the
National Sanitation
Foundation (NSF) for Standards 51 and 61.
This important certification assures users of
Nylobrade’s suitability and safety for use in
drinking water systems (NSF-61) and food
equipment machinery (NSF-51).
“Upgrading to NSF-51 and 61 certification
was an important step,” says John Stover,
the company’s Director of New Business
Development. “We’d been receiving requests
from customers who wanted to use our PVC
hose but needed NSF certification. As the
manufacturer, we decided to make the investment to have Nylobrade tested and certified.”
Industries such as food processing, vending,
beverage transfer, food- and beverage-related
appliances, medical, marine, and recreational
vehicles use NSF Certified hose. Nylobrade
is an appropriate choice for drinking water
applications, those involving water at temperatures up to 60°C (140°F), and food processing applications. For more information, call
1-215-526-2300.
■■■
Parker Hannifin Corporation Industrial
Hose Division offers a
line of standard and custom thermoplastic hose
and tubing to meet the constantly changing
requirements of today’s diverse marketplaces.
“ Because of its reputation as the “go to”
company, when you select Parker as a
supplier of these items, you are assured of
innovative, value-added products backed
with outstanding service and support,” states
Joe Petrillo.
■■■
To help distributors automate the service and
maintenance process and meet their customers’
needs more quickly and effectively, Epicor
Software Corporation (recently combined
with Activant Solutions Inc.) has developed an
enhanced Service and Maintenance module for
its Prophet 21 Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) solution. The Service and Maintenance
module allows users to easily enter and
process service quotes and orders at all phases
of a service transaction.
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contninued
Using the enhanced module, warranty information and preventative maintenance schedules can be set up at the item level. In addition, service contracts can be attached to particular items, so that every time a related serial number is entered on an order, the system
will automatically “suggest” the appropriate
service contract. The Prophet 21 service order
module tracks labor, technician, warranty, and
service information and sets up everything
from labor rates (i.e., regular, overtime,
and premium) to technicians’ schedules.
“The Prophet 21 Service and Maintenance
module now automates everything from
tracking serial numbers, to processing
warranty claims, to scheduling technicians –
simplifying the entire service and maintenance process,” notes Kevin Roach, executive
vice president and general manager,
Wholesale Distribution for Epicor.
■■■
GilaFlex™ Inner-braided PVC Air Hose is the
newest addition to the Coilhose Pneumatics
line of high quality
hoses. Its highly visible
safety orange outer
cover does not trap dirt and is easy to clean,
while its special blend of PVC has no memory,
enabling the hose to lay flat. The steel spring
strain relief protects the hose at its weakest
point (at the fitting) without inhibiting maneuverability. GilaFlex, with a working pressure
rating of 325 PSI and a temperature range of –
40 degrees F to 150 degrees F, is UV stabilized, lightweight, chemical and abrasion
resistant making it the ideal for indoor/outdoor
use in tough workplace environments.
■■■
In addition to advancing the education of its
distributors
through Hose
Master University, Hose Master is pleased
to provide two welder programs for the
enhancement of its fabricating distributor’s
welding expertise.
Welder Training to Hose Master Fabricating
Techniques – Conducted by Hose Master
ASME IX certified welders, this program
offers trainees hands-on fabricating techniques for achieving optimal standard attachment welds. Distributor welders receive
personalized instruction to enhance their
individual skill level – all in accordance to
Hose Master’s trusted weld procedures.
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Welder Skills Evaluation – This program is
offered as a service to evaluate individual
welding capabilities. Specified samples are
sent to Hose Master’s headquarters in
Cleveland, OH where they are documented,
inspected, and tested for compliance to Hose
Master set standards.

Due to Oil Spill,
An Uptick in Demand
for Quality - Not Just
Low Price

A Certificate of Recognition is issued to
participants at the conclusion of their Welder
Training or compliant evaluation.

W

For more information on these two welding
programs, please contact Cathy Musgrave at
1-800-221-2319 or email her at musgraveca@hosemaster.com
■■■
As a way to increase customer service
PT Coupling will be
launching a new and
improved website very
soon. This platform will allow their customers the ability to find the exact product or
information they need. The result - a virtual
sales person working for PT Coupling 24 /7.
The website will be an interactive product
catalog which will give customers and
prospects the ability to search, evaluate,
compare and give technical information that
will provide all the content they need to
make informed buying decisions.
PTCOUPLING.com will allow customized
and detailed searches across the entire product line. Also available will be customizable
requests for information, pricing and availability in real time for PT’S registered
distributors.
E-Commerce and shopping cart functionality
will give users many different options. Some
of these options include secure request for
quote submissions, express ordering, and
timed promotional offerings. There will also
be many other additions to the new website,
including a newsletter with updates about
new products, training videos and presentations. A featured section will be “Did you
know” This will be a section where real-life
uses and applications will be featured.
■■■

hile the long-term impacts of the BP oil
spill in the Gulf of Mexico and subsequent drilling moratorium are still in question, distributors and manufacturers reported
positive and negative short-term impacts on
business.
Clean-up efforts spurred a jump in hose
sales for some NAHAD businesses, while
others lost as much as half their business
related to offshore drilling. Tom Paff, president of Campbell Fittings in Pennsylvania,
reported a slight bump in orders related to
oil spill clean-up efforts. Down in Houston,
NAHAD member Dan Ahuero, president of
GHX Industrial, LLC, said offshore drilling
business was down 50 percent compared
with last year, but sales in the oil and gas
segment overall have increased 20 percent.
Beyond the oil spill’s impact on sales, members see the promise of possible future benefits. Paff said after such disasters there is a
tendency for a “knee-jerk reaction,” as was
the case after the oil spill in the form of the
deepwater drilling moratorium. Yet over
time businesses may react to the spill by
searching for more reliable products to sell
to oil companies.
“Overall, there’s a keen eye now on safety
across the board,” said Sam Petillo, North
American Marketing Manager Goodyear
Engineered Products-Veyance Technologies.
“Whenever there’s a highly publicized accident or spill, it always makes the drilling
governing bodies in that industry question
the safety and viability of safety products
used.”
NAHAD’s Hose Safety Institute provides
such references to assist distributors, manufacturers and end-users with performance
standards to select the right hose assemblies.
Reported safety issues that may have led to
the oil spill have resulted in a heightened
awareness of quality products, including
those made by NAHAD manufacturers,
said Curtis Sprague, president of Branham
Corp., Mersco division in Tennessee.
“It appeared that there were a lot of safeguards that were not followed,” Sprague
said about the oil spill.
Already, some NAHAD business owners are
seeing a high demand for products, although
partly the result of a recovery from the

recession. Ahuero said his company is putting its focus on building inventory to meet
this demand.
“Worldwide there is a shortage of hoses and
raw material to make those hoses,” Ahuero
said. “Manufacturers and distributors
reduced inventories because of the recession
and then 2010 came back stronger than anyone predicted. Plants are still trying to catch
up with demand.”
However, some of this demand may not be
reaching its full potential as many of the oil
companies moved their drilling rigs and
equipment to areas outside of the United
States’ Gulf Coast, Ahuero said.

“The unknown is will they bring their rigs
back into the Gulf of Mexico,” he said.
“They’re now able to buy products and
services from other parts of the world.”
Despite some competition, Petillo said he
believes NAHAD members will see benefits
from the oil spill’s resulting demand for safe
and reliable products.
“We don’t like to say that we will benefit
from accidents, but there is a deeper focus
on the safety of hose products,” Petillo said.
“It helps quality manufacturers sell products
when there’s a real drive to purchase them
besides just buying on price.”

Work Continues with Active Committees
he August heat has not kept NAHAD
volunteers and staff from continuing
momentum on important NAHAD
initiatives. The NAHAD Standards
Committee/ Guidelines Update Core Team
met recently at the offices of McGill Hose
& Coupling, East Longmeadow, MA to
continue their ongoing efforts to address
updates to the Hose Specification Guides.

The committee Core Team is responsible for
reviewing the Guidelines and addressing
edits, additions or changes, as necessary,
based on changes in hose technologies and
input from distributors, manufacturers and
end-users. The Team will submit their recommendations to the various committee
Technical Teams, with final drafts then
posted for public comment.

Attendees included: host Alex McGill; Amy
Parrish, PT Coupling; Rob Lyons, TIPCO
Technologies; Jim Reilly,
GHX Industrial; Terry Weiner, Abbott
Rubber; Jeff Berger, Parker; Debbie
Mitchell, NAHAD Standards Program
Manager and Joseph Thompson, NAHAD
Executive Vice President.

The new NAHAD Hose Safety Institute
now encompasses the entire Standards
Committee and Guidelines initiatives, while
also incorporating an Institute Advisory
Council composed of end-users and industry
leaders. The Council will play an active role
in supporting NAHAD’s efforts and will
serve as a conduit for linking NAHAD
Institute Members to hose markets and
applications. The Council will also be
involved in reviewing the proposed
Guidelines updates.

First published in 2005, the five key
Assembly Specification Guidelines provide
valuable information for distributors and
end-users. The Guidelines include Industrial,
Hydraulic, Composite, Fluoropolymer and
Corrugated Metal assemblies, with two
additional Guides addressing Custom Made
Hose and Ducting.

Continued from page 4

Fluoropolymer Hose (Specification)
• Steve Clason, Kaman Industrial
Technologies
• Jesse Rudish, Allied Rubber & Supply
• Rodney Richmond, Rubber and
Specialties, Inc.
• Joe Martin, Summers Rubber Company

Corrugated Metal Hose
(Design and Fabrication)
• Ben Lightner, RW Connection, Inc.
• Scott Wakeling, Powell Industrial
• Sean Reills, RW Connection, Inc.

Industrial Hose (Design and Fabrication)

NAHAD Hose Safety Institute

T

Connections

• Doug Burlock, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
• Laura Bishop, Lewis Goetz &
Company, Inc.
• Ian Fisher, Du-Tex
• Shayne Biss, RW Connection
• Rich Bare, Advanced Fluid Connectors
• Frank Tiernay, Summers Rubber Company
• Dale Kazimer, Advanced Fluid Connectors
• Ward Jones, Advanced Fluid Connectors
• Blaine Young, Ontario Hose Specialties

Composite Hose (Design and Fabrication)
• Scott Wakeling, Powell Industrial
• Mike Gebhart, RW Connection
• Frank Tiernay, Summers Rubber Company

Hydraulic Hose (Design and Fabrication)
•
•
•
•

Rich Bare, Advanced Fluid Connectors
Joe Shaskus, Faxon Engineering
Carlos Deleon, Faxon Engineering
Frank Tiernay, Summers Rubber Company

Fluoropolymer Hose
(Design and Fabrication)
• Al Hoeferer, Summers Rubber Company
• Mike Gibhart, RW Connection
• Frank Tiernay, Summers Rubber Company

Plans are also underway for a face-to-face
meeting of the Market Intelligence Working
Group of the Hose Safety Institute Advisory
Council, which will conduct member
research related to the Defense
Logistics Agency process for
DOD hose and tubing purchases. The Working Group members and staff will meet in the
NAHAD Headquarters office
in Annapolis, Maryland at the
end of August.
For more information on the
NAHAD Hose Assembly
Guidelines and the Hose Safety
Institute, visit the new website
at HoseSafetyInstitute.org.

Gabriel Pena, Hose of South Texas, Inc.
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Profit Improvement Report
Productivity is Only Part Of the Answer

increased by 5.0%. The only differences in
any of the columns is the change in payroll
expense.

Continued from page 1

The first column of numbers in the exhibit
reviews the performance of the typical
NAHAD member based upon the latest IPR
report. As can be seen, the typical firm has
sales of around $7,500,000 at a gross margin
of 38.0%. This produces a pre-tax profit of
$187,500 or 2.5% of sales.
Expenses are heavily weighted towards payroll. Of the $2,662,500 in total expenses,
66.2%of them are payroll and fringe benefits,
or $1,762,500. Clearly, controlling payroll is
one of the keys to enhanced profitability.
The last three represent three different
assumptions about sales and payroll growth.
In all three instances sales volume has

A Managerial Sidebar:
Combining Gross Margin
and Payroll
The two big drivers of profitability for
NAHAD members are payroll and gross
margin. Each of these is usually examined in isolation. For NAHAD members
payroll is 23.5% of sales and sales per
employee is $299,921. Both figures need
to be monitored on an on-going basis.
At the same time, the gross margin
percentage for the typical NAHAD
member is 38.0%. Again, this requires
constant monitoring as even small
changes have a very large impact on
the bottom line.
In some instances it is useful to combine gross margin and payroll performance into a single measure. That measure is the Personnel Productivity Ratio
(PPR) which expresses payroll costs as
a percent of gross margin dollars.
For NAHAD members the figure is
61.8%. That means that 61.8 cents of
every gross margin dollar must go to payroll. The remaining 38.2 cents of each
margin dollar is available to cover all
other expenses and contribute to profit.
The advantage of the PPR is it allows
the firm to monitor decisions that may
impact both gross margin and payroll
simultaneously. For example, firms
may move into service categories which
have high margin, but require higher
payroll. The PPR provides a measuring
tool for such actions.
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In the Negative Delta column payroll expense
(including both salaries and fringe benefits)
has increased by 6.0%. This means it has
grown 1.0% faster than sales have grown.
The difference is so small, it would almost
seem irrelevant. However, the profit implication is large.
Under the Negative Delta scenario, profit
actually decreased by 4.4%. This is the
classic case of selling more and enjoying it
a lot less. Clearly, following this path is not
an option. However, given that the delta
between sales and payroll growth is so small,
it is a path many firms will follow.
In the Productivity Parity column payroll and
fringe benefits have increased by 5.0%, right
along with sales. As noted earlier, this tends
to be what happens for NAHAD members
over the long run.
Even with Productivity Parity profit increases
only as fast as sales growth. If profits are
good, they remain good. If they are inadequate, they remain inadequate. Nothing really changes within the firm. The firm is not
leveraging its sales growth in any way.
Finally, in the Positive Delta column payroll
has only increased by 4.0%. The firm has
been able to generate a 1% improvement in
payroll effectiveness. Seemingly, not a difference worth discussing.
Only in the Positive Delta column do things get
better. Payroll as a percent of sales begins to
decline, albeit slowly. At the same time, profit
increases by a full 14.4%, even though sales
only increased by 5.0%. If this can be done
systematically for three, four or five years, the
entire character of the firm can be changed.

If it were easy to do, of course, every firm
would do it. The very real problem is that
generating sales growth beyond the level of
payroll growth is a very difficult undertaking.
It requires rethinking the workload.

Going Beyond Productivity
Continuing to improve employee productivity
is essential for success. However, simply
improving productivity is not enough. Something else must be added to the mix. In simplest terms, productivity involves increasing
the speed with which work is completed.
The additional approach simply involves
doing less work.
Doing less work sounds like it should be
easy. In reality, doing less is actually quite
difficult. It necessitates a complete rethinking of what is important within the firm.
There are three attack points in the effort.
First, completely marginal accounts that eat
up a disproportionate share of the firm’s payroll costs can be eliminated. This involves
only a very few accounts, but has major cost
implications.
Almost every customer profitability analysis
ever conducted concludes that something
close to 40% of all customers are serviced at
a loss. The thought of eliminating even one
account is an anathema to most managers.
For the very bottom rung of customers (typically 2% of the customers) there is simply
no way they can ever be serviced at a profit.
Doing less actually means doing nothing for
this very small group of accounts.
Second, order economics have to be changed.
Even among profitable accounts there are too
many small orders. Minimum order standards
have to be reviewed and enforced with greater
vigor. In addition, order size needs to be care-

Exhibit 1:
The Impact of Three Different Payroll Scenarios
For the Typical NAHAD Member

fully reviewed across different
customers and different sales
reps. The differences in order
size within the same industry
are enormous. Inevitably, those
firms with a meaningful minimum order standard that is fairly
enforced generate higher profits
than those that have no standard
or enforce it randomly.
Finally, the firm’s service profile
should be reviewed periodically.
In the rush to gain volume too
many firms have added services
that few, if any, customers actually appreciate. Those services
that generate expense without
revenue should be eliminated.
Research continually demonstrates that customers don’t really want more services. They
want basic services performed
better. They want a better instock position and greater order
accuracy. Interestingly, doing
these better would actually
lower payroll costs. No reorder
processing, no error correction.

Moving Forward
Payroll expense has always been
important. It has always been a
topic of management concern.
Unfortunately, it has always
been approached as an area
where new and better systems
will save the day. They haven’t
done so in the past; they are
unlikely to do so in the future.
It is time to think strategically
about actually reducing the workload. It is not a glamorous area
of endeavor. It is one where
there are significant profit
opportunities, though. Working
less is just as good as working
faster.

About the Author:
Dr. Albert D. Bates is founder
and president of Profit Planning
Group, a distribution research
firm headquartered in Boulder,
Colorado.
©2011 Profit Planning Group.
NAHAD has unlimited duplication rights for this manuscript.
Further, members may duplicate
this report for their internal use
in any way desired. Duplication
by any other organization in any
manner is strictly prohibited.

INSIDE
WASHINGTON
Department of Labor Proposes New
“Persuader Activity” Regulations
The National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) reports on the
regulations and solicits feedback
By Joe Trauger, NAM, Vice President, Human Resources Policy

T

he Department of Labor announced it will be
publishing the notice of proposed rulemaking
(NPRM) on “persuader activity” in the Federal
Register. You can obtain a copy of it by contacting my office. This new rule seeks to “clarify”
what type of employer activity is to be considered
“persuader activity” that would need to be reported to the Department of Labor. Currently,
employers and their attorneys are exempted to
disclose any type of labor law advice that they
receive from their outside counsels. The Labor
Department’s proposal seeks to expand the scope
of what type of activity will need to be reported
while limiting the definition of what is considered
labor law advice.
While we continue to look over the 160 page proposed rule, a few highlights that we’re concerned
about include the following:
• The proposed rule appears to be very broad
in scope;
• Persuader activity would include providing
material to employers, coordinating or directing
the activities of supervisors or employer representatives to engage in the persuasion of
employees;
• Persuader activity would include the drafting
or implementation of policies for the employer
that have an object to persuade employees;
• Under the proposed interpretation, when an
attorney “prepares or provides a persuasive script,
letter, videotape, or other material or communication, including electronic and digital media,
for use by an employer in communicating with
employees, the “advice” exemption does not
apply and the duty to report is triggered.”

• The proposed rules not only would change the
definition of “advice” but would update the
current reporting forms LM-10 and LM-20 and
require electronic submission; and,
• If a consultant undertakes persuader activities
and also gives advice, the entire agreement or
arrangement must be disclosed.
The Labor Department has noted in their
announcement that these new proposed regulations
seek to address what they feel is a rise in employer
efforts to persuade employees not to join a labor
union. The Department further states that the current interpretation of what is considered “legal
advice” is overly broad and needs to limited to
require many more employers and their attorneys
to register with the Labor Department publicly
as entities that engage in “persuader” activities.
We are concerned that the approach taken by the
Department may negatively impact the ability of
manufacturers to consult with attorneys in order
to comply with existing labor laws.
Once the Department files their proposed rule,
we will have until August 22, 2011 to respond
with formal public regulatory comments.
Joe Trauger
Vice President, Human Resources Policy
(202) 637-3127 direct
(202) 365-7927 mobile
Email: jtrauger@NAM.org
National Association of Manufacturers
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 600
Washington, DC 20004-1790

• The Department of Labor asserts that reporting
of persuader activity under the current interpretation is negligible as a result of what they’ve
determined to be an overly broad interpretation
of legal advice that is exempted from being
reported;
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NAHAD NEWS • CONNECTIONS FORM
FORM
NAHAD member companies are invited to submit brief news items for inclusion in the “Member-to-Member” section of the
NAHAD News. Please write your articles in complete sentences, and limit them to 60 words, including pertinent phone
numbers, etc. Camera-ready logos may be submitted and will be included on a space-available basis.
News items should focus on new or additional personnel changes, appointments or promotions, facility expansion, new products lines or advertising/promotion plans. Articles submitted must be typed or neatly printed, and should be written in the
third person (use” they” instead of “we”).
Exclude sales features claims and direct
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torsʼ products. Of course, all articles
will be published on a space-available
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Put NAHAD on your P/R List! Send press
releases and your company logo by
email to kthompson@nahad.org
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